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Abst rac t - -Th is  work is concerned with a class of nonlinear fuzzy neutral functional differential 
equations. Specifically, existence and uniqueness of fuzzy solutions for the nonlinear fuzzy neutral 
functional differential equation 
~[ =(t )  - . f ( t ,  zd ]  = A=(t) + g(t, =t), 
where A is a fuzzy coefficient and f and g are continuous functions, are established via Banach 
fixed-point analysis approach and using the fuzzy number whose values are normal, convex upper 
semicontinuous, and compactly supported interval in EN. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There exists an extensive theory for neutral functional differential equations which includes qual- 
itative behavior of classes of such equations and applications to biological and engineering pro- 
cesses; for details, see [1,2]. However, the concrete xample is the radiocardiogram, where the two 
compartments correspond to the left and right ventricles of the pulmonary and systematic ircu- 
lation. Pipes coming out from and returning into the same compartment may represent shunts, 
and the equation representing this model is a nonlinear neutral Volterra integrodifferential equa- 
tion in [3]. These classes of equations also arise, for example, in the study of problems uch as 
heat conduction in materials with memory or population dynamics for spatially distributed pop- 
ulations; see [4]. For these reasons, there has been an increasing interest in studying equations 
that can be described in the form 
~[=(t) - f(t, =d] = Az(t) + g(t, z~), t e ( -oo,  T], (1.1) 
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where xt represents the 'history' of x at t and A : J --* EN is a fuzzy coefficient, EN is the set 
of all upper semicontinuous, convex, normal fuzzy numbers with bounded a-level intervals, and 
f,  g : J x EN --* EN are nonlinear continuous functions. 
Generally, several systems are mostly related to uncertainty and inexactness. The problem of 
inexactness i considered in general exact science, and that of uncertainty is considered as vague 
or fuzzy and accident. Ding and Kandel [5] analyzed a way to combine differential equations 
with fuzzy sets to form a fuzzy logic system called a fuzzy dynamical system, which can be 
regarded to form a fuzzy neutral functional differential equation. For fuzzy concepts, recently 
the authors [6,7] established, respectively, the theory of metric space of fuzzy sets and fuzzy 
Volterra integral equations. In particular, Kloeden [8] studied the fuzzy dynamic system and 
Kaleva [9] researched the fuzzy differential equations and Cauchy problem. Seikkala [10] proved 
the existence and uniqueness of the fuzzy solution for the following systems: 
• '(t) = f(t, x(t)), x(0) = z0, 
where f is a continuous mapping from R + x R into R and x0 is a fuzzy number. This paper 
is to investigate the existence and uniqueness of fuzzy solutions for the nonlinear fuzzy neutral 
functional differential equations (1.1). 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
A fuzzy subset of R n is defined in terms of a membership function which assigns to each point 
x 6 R n a grade of membership in the fuzzy set. Such a membership function is denoted by 
R" [0,1]. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that u maps R n onto [0,1], [u] ° is a bounded subset of R n, 
u is upper semicontinuous, and u is fuzzy convex. We denote by E n the space of all fuzzy 
subsets u of R n which are normal, fuzzy convex, and upper semicontinuous fuzzy sets with 
bounded supports. In particular, E 1 denote the space of all fuzzy subsets u of R. 
A fuzzy number a in real line R is a fuzzy set characterized by a membership function ~a as 
/za: R--* [0, 1]. 
A fuzzy number a is expressed as 
a=/  
6R X 
with the understanding that #a(x) 6 [0,1] represent the grade of membership of x in a and f 
denotes the union of #a(x)/x.  
DEFINITION 2.1. A fuzzy number a in R is said to be convex if for any reai numbers x, y, z in R 
with x <_ y <_ z, 
/za(y) >_ min{~a(x),/za(z)}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The height of a fuzzy set is the largest membership value attained by any point. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If the height of a fuzzy set equals one, then the fuzzy set is called a norma2 
fuzzy set. 
Thus, a fuzzy number a in R is called normal if the following holds: 
maxp,  a(x)  = 1. 
~c 
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RESULT 1. Let EN be the set of all upper semicontinuous convex normal fuzzy numbers with 
bounded a-level intervals (see [11]). This means that if a EEN,  then the a-level set 
[a] a={xER:a(x )>a,  0<a<l}  
is a closed bounded interval which we denote by 
[a] ~ = [a~,aar] ,
and there exists a to E R such that a(to) = 1. 
RESULT 2. Two fuzzy numbers a and b are called equal a = b, if #a(x) = #b(X) for all x E R. It 
follows that 
a = b ¢~ [a] ~ = [b] ~, for all a E (0, 1]. 
RESULT 3. A fuzzy number a may be decomposed into its level sets through the resolution 
identity I 1 
a = a[a ]  
where ~[a] ~ is the product of a scalar a with the set [a] ~ and f is the union of [a] ~ with a ranging 
from 0 to 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The support of a fuzzy set A in the universal set U is a crisp set that contains 
all the elements of U that have nonzero membership va/ues in A, that is, 
supp(A) = {x E U : #a(X) > 0}, 
where supp(A) denotes the support of fuzzy set A. 
Hence, the support Fa of a fuzzy number a is defined, as a special case of level set, by the 
following: 
= {x:  > 0}. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A fuzzy number a in R is said to be positive ff 0 < al < a2 holds for the 
support Fa -- [al, a2] Of a; that iS, F a is in the positive real fine. Similarly, a is called negative if 
al <: a2 <~ 0 and zero if al _< 0 < a2. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [10].) I fa, b E E~,  then for a E (0, 1], 
[a-b] 
o~ o~ LEMMA 2.2. (See [10].) Let [% ,at],  0 < a < 1, be a given family ofnonempty/nterva/s. I f  
L [azq, azlrJ C [aq, a r ] , for ail 0 < a _< ]?, (2.1) 
and 
lim a. a~ lira a~ ~] = [a~,aar] (2.2) 
k---*oo ~ ' k---*oo J 
whenever (ak) is a nondecrsasing sequence converging to a 6 (0, 1], then the family [a~,a~], 
- -  " a O~ 0 < a < 1, are the a-level sets of a fuzzy number a 6 EN; conversely, if [aq, at] , 0 < a < 1, are 
the a-level sets of a fuzzy number a E EN, then conditions (2.1) and (2.2) hold true. 
Let x be a point in /~ and A be a nonempty subset of R '~. We define the distance d(x, A) 
from x to A by 
d(x, A) = inf{llx - all: a E A}. (2.3) 
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Now, let A and B be nonempty subsets of R n. We define the Hausdorff separation of B from A 
by 
d*H(B , A) = sup{d(b, A): b • B}. (2.4) 
In general, d*H(A, B) # d*g(B, A). 
We define the Hausdorff distance between onempty subsets of A and B of R '~ by 
dH(A, B) = max {d*H(A ,S), d*H(B, A)}. (2.5) 
This is now symmetric in A and B. Consequently, 
(1) dg(A, B) > 0 with dH(A, B) = 0 if and only if A =/~, 
(2) dH(A,B) = dH(B,A),  and 
(3) dH(A,B) <_ dH(A,C) + dH(C,B), 
for any nonempty subsets of A, B, and C of R =. The Hansdorff distance (2.5) is a metric, the 
Hausdorff metric. 
The supremum etric doo on E n is defined by 
d~(~,  ~) = sup {d. @]% [~]°) : ~ • (0,11}, (2.6) 
for all u, v • E n, and is obviously metric on E n. The supremum etric H1 on C(J; E n) is defined 
by 
Hi(x, y) = sup{dcc(z(t), y(t)) : t • J}, (2.7) 
for all x, y • C(J; E'~). 
3. FUZZY NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL 
D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
In this section, we consider the existence and uniqueness of the fuzzy solution for nonlinear 
fuzzy neutral functional differential equations 
d fx(t) - f(t,  xt)] = Ax(t) + g(t, xt), t • J = [0, T], 
z(t) = ¢(t) ,  t • ( -~ ,  01, 
where A : J --+ EN is a fuzzy coefficient, and f, g : J × EN --* EN are. nonlinear continuous 
functions and satisfy a global Lipschitz condition; that is, there exists a finite constant Cl > 0 
such that 
d,  ([g(s, Cs)] a, [g(s, %)]a) < cldH ([~s] a, [¢s] a) 
and 
dH (If(s, ~8)] ~, [f(s, ~8)] a) _< CldH ([~8]~, [~]~), 
for all ~s, ~s e EN. 
Let I be a real interval. A mapping x : I ~ EN is called a fuzzy process. We denote 
ix(t)] ~ = [Xq(t),x~(t)], t e I, 0 < a < 1. 
If the derivative x~(t) E EN of a fuzzy process x, then 
ix,(,)]o = (,), 0< <1 
The fuzzy integral 
b 
aa x(t) dt, a,b E I, 
is defined by [f:[x(t) dr]] ~ = [f: x~ (t) dt, f :  x~ (t) dt], provided that the Lebesgue integrals on the 
right exist. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Letting T > 0, and f and g satisrji a global Lipchitz condition, for every 
I@ E EN, then the fuzzy neutral functional differential equation has a unique solution x E 
C(J; EN). 
PROOF. For each &,6 E EN, t E J, define 
(Go&) = WMO) - f (07 $)I+ f (t> 4 + 1’ -W - 4f (St &) & + I’S@ - s)ds, &) ds, 
where S(t) is a fuzzy number and 
[S(t)]” = [S;(t), S:(t)] = [-P { I’$(4 ds} >=p {it 4%) ds}] 3 
and S?(t) (i = q,r) is continuous. That is, there exists a constant cz > 0 such that IS,P(t)l 5 cz 
for all t E J. Thus, Go& : J -t EN is continuous, and Go : C(J;EN) + C(J;EN). For 
<a,% E c(J;EN)> 
ddI(GaW, KGoctW 
t t = dH 
0 
S(t)[$(O) - f (0, $11 + f (6 a) + 
s 
AS(t - s)f(s,&) ds + 
s 
S(t - s)ds, ts) ds 
0 0 1 
01 
> 
[ 
S(t)[$(o) - f (0, +)I + f(t,d + I’ -Wt - s)f (s,d ds + l’S(t - s)f (s, sdds 
a 
II 1) 
= hi ([SW@) - f(o,$))l” + [f(t>41” + [~‘ASQ - s)fbv<Jds 
J 
t OL i- S(t - sMs,Sdds 
0 1 7 W){W) - f o-4 ti)V + [f(t941” t 
J 
t a + AS(t - s) f (s, c,) ds + SP - s)ds, 6) ds 
0 1) 
= dH ([J 
t 
J 
t 
AS@ - s)f (s,b) ds + s(t - s)ds, &) ds 
0 0 1 
a 
, 
[J 
t 
J 
t Q AS(t - s)f (s,d ds + S(t - sMs, ss) ds 
0 0 1) 
= & 
([J 
ot AS(t - s)f (s,Ss) + lt S(t - s)g(s, E.)] a ds, 
[I’ AS(t - s)f(s,d + l’S(t - 4g(s,cd]a ds) 
J 
t I dH([AS(t - s)fhto) + S(  - s)d%td]“, [m(t - s)f(%cs) + S(t - s)g(s,<#)ds 
(I 
= J 0t dH ([AS:@ - s)f,a(s,Es) + s,*(t - s)g:O>&),AS,a(t - s)f;(s,&) + s;(t - s)g,“(s,&)] , [AS,a(t - s)f,“(s,ss) + s,“(t - s)g;(s,d,AS;(t - s)f:(s,ss) + S:(t - s)g:(s,cs)]) ds 
= J *max(l[AS~('(t-s)~~(s,c,) + f t-s)g,U(s,c_+ ] - [AS,"0 - s)f,“(s,L) 
+oS~(t-s)ggU(S,:s)]I.![AS~(t-s)f~(s,~~)+S~(t-s)g~(s,jl)l 
- W’,u(t - s)f,a(s,ts) +s,“(t - s)&b,Ed) ds 
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f0  t a 8 a8  a = max( l [ (A - I )Sq( t - s ) ( [ f~( , ;8 )  +gq(  , ;~)]- [ f : (s ,~8)+gq(s,~8)])]  I , 
a a8  aS  I[(A - I)S~(t - s) ([fr C (S, %) + gr ( , qs)] -- [fr ( ,~s)  + gra(S,~s)])]l) ds 
0 t a a . 
c~ cx 8 I[I~ (s,q~)+ g~a(s,%)] - [/ra(s,~,) +gr ( ,¢s ) ] l )  ds 
" 8 
= IA - Ile2 a . ( [ f ( s ,~)  +g(s ,~) l% [f(s,~8) + 9(s ,~) l " )ds  
= IA - Ilez dg( [ f (s ,5~) l%[ f (s ,~) l~)ds+lA- I I c2  dH([g(s,5,)l",[g(s,~8)l")ds 
/o /o cd  c~ c, cd  ~ " <_ IA - Ilc2 t g([~] , [;s] ) ds + IA - Ilcz ~ H([5,] , [~1 ) ds 
£ <_ A~ClC~ dH([(~]% [~]") ds, where 21A - II = A~. 
Therefore, 
d~( ( Go~s), (Go¢s))= sup dH(iGo~s] c*, [Goes] ~) 
ae(0,1] 
= AlClC2 sup dH([~s] a, [¢s]") ds 
-e(0,1l 
= AlClC2 doo(~8, ~8) ds. 
Hence, 
HI(Go~s, Go%) = sup doo((ao~s), (Goqs)) 
te[0,Tl 
<_ Alcle2 sup doo(~s,qs) ds 
tE[0,T] 
<_ AlClc2TH(~, %). 
We take sufficiently small T, (A1)(ClC2)T < 1. Hence, Go is a contraction mapping. By the 
Banach fixed-point heorem, the fuzzy neutral functional differential equation has a unique fixed 
point x E C(J; EN). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. As a motivation, consider the class of nonlinear fuzzy neutral functional differ- 
ential equations given by 
d 
d-~ [x(t) - Ztx(t  + h) 2] = Zx  + Zt2x(t + h) 2, 
x(t) = ~b(t) = Z E EN, 
tE J ,  - co  < h < 1, 
for t e ( -co,  0], 
where f(t,  xt) = Ztx(t  +h) 2, g(t, xt) = Zt2x(t +h) 2, and k = 3T(T + l )[[x~(t +h)+y~(t +h)l ] > O. 
The a-level set of fuzzy number Z is 
[z]" = [~ + l, 3 - ~], for all ~ e [0,1]. 
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Then, the a-level set of [f(t,zt)lQ is 
[Bs(t + h)2]” = t[z]* [x(t + h)ala 
= t[a + 1,3 - Cx] [(x;(t + h))? (2$ + h))Z] 
= t [(* + 1) (zZ(t + Q2, (3 - (2) (zF(t + h))2] 
Similarly, the a-level set of [g(t, xi)]” is t2[(a + l)(xt(t + h))2, (3 - a)(z,*(t + f~))~] where [x(t + 
h)]O = [z;(t + h),zF(t + h)]. Therefore, 
&(([f(k 4la + [g(k 41% (W YX + [g@, YJ”)) 
= dH ((t + t2) [(a + 1) (z,“(t + h))2, (3 - cr) (x,“(t + h))2] , (t + t’) [(a + 1) (y;(t + h))2, 
(3 - 4 (Y,“U + h))2]) 
= (t + t2) max { (cy + 1) ((2i(t + h))2 - (y,*(t + h))‘( , (3 - 01) I(G(t + k))2 - (Y,“(t + h))2/) 
~(T+T2)(3-~)max{~z~(t+h)-Y~(tth)~ Iz~(t+h)+Y~(t+h)(, 
Izp(t + h) - Y,“O + h)l IGV + h) + Y,“O + WI} 
5 3T(T + 1) I$(t + h) + y,“(t + h)l max { icc~(t + h) - I/,*(t + h)[ , lz,U(t + h) - y,“(t + h)l} 
= Mdk4~ + W, [y(t + W’). 
Since f and g satisfy a global Lipschitz condition, from Theorem 3.1, the fuzzy neutral functional 
differential equation has a unique fuzzy solution. 
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